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Although there is widespread public concern about the standards of

our schools, there js little consensus about the sources of our

difficulties and the ways in which they can be remedied. The litany of

complaints runs from the lack of homework in elementary school, through

the meager number of advanced courses offered in second-ry schools, to

high school graduates who can barely read and write. These complaints

are, too numerdus t be=deElt with piecemeal; together they signal a set

of fundamental problems whose common sources must be reco@aized if we

are to act sensibly to improve the quality of.public instruction.

Ia our view, two elements have.the largest role in .shaping what id*

demanded in ,schools, and therefore what students can be.expected to

learn. The first is the curriculum--what is taught. The second is

assessment--the way we judge whar is leatiTed. Neither of these has

received appropriate attention in the current debate. This paper

addresses both issues in, a: historical and comparative perspective,

before considering the kinds of reforms that are likely to meet our

current needs.

Our argument is developed ihthree parts. The first considers the

major debates over the makepp of the curriculum during the past century

and particularly the problem of maintaining a common core curriculum in
.;

a comprehensive high 'schN. In this part of the paper we also look at

the relationship between tracking and standards, raising the troubling

question of whether a nation committed to democratic access to all

levels of education--and therefore to minimal tracking and

selection--must necessarily accept in return lowered levels of

educational achievement. A second section considers tests and

examinations as instruments of standardsetting. An important
as
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distinction is made between tests, which monitor achievement but do not

motivate or guide study, aild examinations, for which schools prepare
0

students and which therefore influence both the content and achievement

levels of each course. We vill document the almost complete absence of

external examinations in American schools and consider its educational

implications. Finally, in the concluding section we suggest some

possible ways of improving educational standards in American schools,

baged dn an analysis, of the relationship of curriculum and tiacking to

assessment and student performance.

I. Curriculum,as.a Definer of Standards ,

What is raught in 'school is, of course, a majok determinant of what

is learned-and thereforeof educational standards. For this4.reasen,, our

discussion of educational standards.begins with an examination of the

school curriculum. What is taught is a function of many influences and

many pressures. These include perceptions of educators about the

interests and capabilities of stwients; views,of scholars and other

experts as to the kinds of knowledge that reflect the structure of a.

discipline or the requirements of d task; and various factors outside

-the educational world thai influence who is in school, what resources

are? available for instruction, and What students will be expected to

know when they leave 'school% ye shall consider,each of these factors

. I

and their i*teractions in our discussion.
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.,External Influences on the School Trouam

begin our discussion of curriculum as a definer of educational

standards by considering two decisive and related factorsOne

demographic, the other economic--that ha,re influenced the school

curriculum over the past century. The first concerns the portion of the

age group attending high school; the second involves the job market for

schooltrained skills. Each can be expected to continue to,influence

the curriculum over the next two decades,.

Changes in the school population. A great ahift upward in

secondary school enrollment occurred between 1880 and 1930. At the °

beginning of this period, less than 10% of 14-17 yearolds were 'in high

school; by 1930 that figure , had lumped to over 707.. Several .

developments contributed to this growth, which began mare than a

halfcentury 'before, the explosion of 'secondary school enrollment in

public institutions in Western Europe. Child labor and compUlsory

attendance laws played some role in this 13owth, but because enforcement

was uneven and often entilely lacking, those laws must be considered

more as expressions of emerging norms than as effective constraints. A

significant positive 0.ement waS the new willingness af parents to leave

their children in school beyond the age of 12 or 13. This change in

attitude and expectation was linked to the emergence of more job

opportuntties that favored aTplicants with longer years of school

attendance. During the period 1890-1918, total school enrollments graw

at a rate ten times that of the total population.
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Virtuplly all American young people now attend high school until

age 16, but almost 25% of those who enter high school still do not

graduate. Telling arguments to reduce the drop-mit rate are made on-

economic, social, and moral. grounds. However, retaining large numbers

of today's dropouts through the entire high schOol course means

including in the student body during the final two or three years of

school those students who traditionally have been the most disaffected,

underprepared, and underserved. Furthermore, powerful demographic

variables point toward an increase in,the proportion of students who

come from families that are themselves not well acculturated to school

demands. This is the result of a substantially higher birthrate ariong

the poorincluding racial and linguistic minorities and recent

immigrantsthan.among the better off and more citscablished portions of

the population. The need to adapt curriculum to changing populations is

thus far from over.

Changes in the 1212 market. The second major external factor

affecting the school curriculum has been a series of structural changes

in the workplace. Between 1880 and 1920, the United States began to

,move away from e reliance on farming and small-scAle industry and office

work as providers of jobs.2 This trend was accompanied by a reduction in

the need for skilled workers and a growth of aemand for the

semi-skilled. At the same time there was a large increase in demand for

those who could do clerical, managerial, and suPervisory work. More and

more people were needed to deal -with an accumulation of written

communicationsto prepare, peOcess, type, file, and retrieve'them.

Paperwork jobs; of coyrse, were the kinds for Wetich schoOlswith their

emphasis on verbal and numerical competence-=could effectiN4ly prepare

students.

6

2
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This shift in the nature of work has continued. Although

whitecollar workers were less than 10% of the work force in 1870, they

made up close to 50% in 080. Furthermore, technical jobs that -once

were considered blue collar increasingly demand 'literacy skills

associated with whitecollar work. The growth of thistechnical sector

is a, result of heavy investment in research and development and, most

recently, of increases in computerrelated jobs.

The schools have been heavily influenced by.these developments. Hp

to ab6ut 1930, the need for clerical workers was addressed directly by

the high schools. Thereafter, the need for technical workers was met

increasingly by postsecondary training. In' the last ten years

especially, with the spread of computer technology into all work

,

\ .

environments, these changes in the Job market have. increased
\

the \

, \

.-

pressure,on the schools to develop their technical ofeerings, starting
;

\

with basic studies in mathematics and science. Perhaps as impdrtaht as

i A

any pressure for specific courses, however, is a general increase dn the

perceived ,value of schooling that th'e shift toward whitecollar and

professional occupations has produced.

B. The Schools Reipond.

o How have the ,schools responded to the external pressures ,and

tendencies just described? To answer thip question, we must look

backward at the high school curriculum over the past century. In the

history of the curriculum of our secondary schools we can find a

persistent set of tensions that have changed little in character over

almost a century,. and: that are with us today as we consider the

educationai,possibilitles of the.coming decades. One major qUestion
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about curriculum has almost continuously engaged the community of thote

concerned with the schools: Should'there be 'a common curriculum for

everyone, or different programs for students,with different abilities,

interests, and goals? Tied to this question has'been heafed 'discussion
4

.of the relationship of vocational subjefts to liberal academic offerings

and more generally of the appropriate content of instruction.

Although the framework for debate of these issues has- remained

relatively constant, the specific arguments have changed--shaped in

large measure by the growth in size and character ofthe population arld

the demands of the job market. The reports and activities of major

education reform commissions help to highlight the ways in which the

central themes of die continUing curriculum debate took shape. These

-are: (a) the report f the 414.tItee of Ten in 1893; (b) The 'Cardinal

sPrincililes1 of Secondary Education, presented in 1918 by the National

.Education As ociation's -(NEA) Cominission on The Reorganization of

Secondary Educ 4-err; and, (c) the post-Sputnik curriculum reform

proposals, responsive in part to the Conant report, The American High

School Today, which appeared in 1959. We use these as points of

reference in the discussion to follows.

A common vs. a differentiated curriculum. THe first great debate

over a common curriCulum wa's launched in 1893 with the publication of

the now-famous report of the .Committee of Ten.4 The Committee's

Observations about the secondary school program, and its notion of what

the goals of a secondary school program ought to be, influenced debate
it.

about the curriculum for' a- quarter-century. When the Committee was

organized through the disciplinary and consulting bodAes of the NEA,

, .,

entry into the colleges was'the Majorgoal for the ,high school graduate
0,
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and the colleges were the established monitors of the, of the

secondary school program. Variation in the.quality of preparation of

students coming from different schools was a major concern of the

colleges. Through the, Committee, the most prestigious of the older'

colleges and universities hoped to influence the academic programs of

the secondary schools. They were joined in these efforts by the

!Presidents 0 land-gran; colleges and state universities, and by the

leaders of private and public secondary schools.

M414:rs of the Committee focused their atiention on the problems

they uncovered: no agreed-upon understanding-of what should be taught

when, or how; and high school diplomas Whose meaning was difficult to
-

determine. Time allotted to each subject during the school day was a

concern 4 in all the. separate discipline reports submitted to thb

Lommittee for review and approval.

The most radical recommendation Of the Commitiee was its insistence

on a core curriculum of subjects in the high school.. These we r& to be

taught in the same Way, with the same demands, for all students:

Ninety-eight teachers....intimately concerned with the actual

wotk of Americsn secondary schools, or with the results of

that work as they appear in students who come to college,

Ubanimously declare that every subject which is taught at all

in a secondary school should be taught in the same way.and to

the same extent t6 every pupil so long as he pursues it, no ,

matter what the probable destination of the pupil may be, or

at what point his educat*on is to,cease. (p. 39)

The, Committee suggested that science, mathematics, languages,

English, and history ought to be pursued in depth sequences--i.e., for

several years in courses of increasing difficulty meeting three to five

times per week. Students would have the l'oPtion of pursuing classical,

L'atin-scientific, modern language, or English options but mathematics,
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science, and his6ry were to remain essential components in all four

programs. The precise concentration was viewed as less important than

the knowledge, labits, and methods of work repredented by the total of

20 or so periods a week on comparably difficult subject matter.

V.
For the Committee of Ten, it did not seem unreasonable to demand of

4

aTl secondary school students--even those who might terminate their

education at the end of high school--that they take a set of courses

thatt were clearly cdllege .preparatory. This was because the members,

cherished an egalitarian ideal,of access to higher education. They

wrote,- "It is obviously desirable- that the colleges and scieaific

schn-'- should be accessible to all boys or girls who have completed

creditably the secondary school Course" (p. 70). In the context of the

time, this ideal could be met only if a common,curficulum were followed

by all. Only In this way woUld access to college be possible for

students who were not to opt at the outset for a track labeled "college

preparatory."

'Vocational vs. liberal education. In the period.between 1890 andt

1920; the high schools were the most rapidly expanding sector of

Americartpublic education. 'As more students stayed in school longer,

they did so in an econopy expanding to,melcome those with school-learned

- clerical skills and other kinds of vocational training. This opened the

way for the next curricular debate on the place of vocational eduution.

Vocational education courses in home economics, shop, and drawing

existed a s electives from the 1840s on. Afid from the early 1860s the

Morfill Act made it possible for extension agents to teach agriculture

to rural farm boys enrolled in high schools. BY the 1880s a full-blown

vocational education movement had emerged; it grew even stronger ovei
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the next several decades. The Cardinal Principles of Secondary

Education, presented in 1918 by the NEA Commission on the Reorganization

of Secondary Education, provided a theory and ideology for the place of

1

the vocational program in the high school curriculum. 5 This report

stressed the importance of flexibility, adaptations and response to

student interests. Its recommendations for the curriculum reflected the

existing environment of the secondary schocils, inCluding the pressure

for vocational offerings. The Commis.sion members argued for both 'the

need to respond to individual differences in abilities among students

and for the importance of diverse programs within the high school.

The effect, only partially intended, of differentiated programs in

the school was to reinforce social class differences. If it could be

established thit certain students--laxgely those of iftligrant, small

farmer, or workingclass background--had aptitudes and interests that

led them away from academic studies, it seemed reasonable to direct

those students into the vocational track., There they were denied ,access

to the mathematics, science, history,- and langhage courses that had been

the recognized core of the academic program. The rationale for this

denial was that, for these students, any nonvocational courses ought to

be related 'to the rest of their program and compatible in scheduling

with the long blotk of time requtrePhy shop projects.

Funding for halfday shop Programs that mandated a tracked

Curriculum within -the comprehensive high school was written into'the

SmithHughes Act of 1917, promoted by a, forceful combination of

educators, manufacturers, and labor groups who were drawn to supportcof

,

, vocational education for rather different reasons.
6

.Tbe two to

threehour vocational classes funded- by the Act established the

i
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separateness of these programs, all in the name of making students 14

years of age and older "fit for useful employment" in agriculture, home

economics, trade, and industry. Over the °years a very effective

lobbying group has rallied Congressional support behind appropriagons

for these vocational programs. Although programs were modified--most

significantlyi the Second Vocational Education Act of 1963 called for

preparation in general job skills rather than for specific occupational

training--the difference in content between vocational and liberal

offerings remained great.

Changing times and perceptions eventually reduced the perceived

relevance of the Cardinal Principles, except perhaps among committed

advocates of vocational education. In the wake of World War II and an

increasingly technological economy, many educators and lay citizens

began to press instead for more modern and rigorous teaching of the

traditional disciplines--especially mathematics and science. Yet the

concern for adaptation to a very heterogeneous high school -population

never disappeared.. Indeed, it was strengthened by increasing

sensitivity to the needs of minority and other poor youth. Thus, the

tension between vocationalism and traditional disciplines as the center

of the high school program remains with us. , It will have to be

confronted directly in any effort to improve educational standards in

our schools.

The need for scientific and technical competence. The next major

effort to reform and update the high school curriculum did not come

until after World War II.. It was prompted by looming manpower needs_

that could not be met by existing high school programs in mathematics

and science-and by a long-standing coneein about the general quality of
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the academic program in the comprehensive high school, focused by the

Conant Report.
7

The leadership oi." the curriculum reform movement of the

1950s came .from educators and scientists, foundations, the College

Board, the National Academy of Sciences, anaafter Sputnik--Congress

c--
itself, It touched the majority of our lichools, enlisteegriat numbers

of faculty from colleges and universities, and established a. fruitful

and active involVement of high school teachers in curriculum development

and discussions of how best to proceed in the classroom. An attack on

the problem of loci demand and odt-of-date teaching was made in two

areas: ,(a) the curriculum of mathematics, science, and eventually

Social *studies; and (b) the training of teachers. Major curriculum

projects were,mounted with federal funds for both elementary .and high

schools, and .tiacher training workshops and institutes introduced new

materials. Private sector publishers eventually took,over dissemination

of the products of this .work, but federally funded workshops and

institutes remained in place until a few years ago.

For studepts.who were directly exposed to the new curricula in

mathematics and- Aience, there is nvioubt that the experience was one

of a more demanding and up-to-date kind of learning--in short, of a

higher educational standatd. Unfortunately, however, only a minority of

students profited from this. A set of studies for the National Academy

qf Sciences, indicates that the curriculum projects and teacher

institutes of the late 1950s and 1960s had relatively little impact on

-the schools of the late-1970s. ,By then 'only a small percentage of high

school*coursesusually those aimed at the top academic trackstill

used the -project materials. This portion ranged from under 10% in

mathematics to perhaps 25% in social studies, and about 35%,in science.

Traditional texts, which ,promote learning thrdugh reading and,

8

13
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Orecitation, continue to dominate the school market--although there are

signs that the modernizing curriculum development projects have altered

the scientific content of the texts, and that the efforts of the 1950s

and 1960s are thus not entirely lost.

'

Perhaps more important than any particular.curriculum, the desired

depth sequences in the high schools have not emerged as hoped. Only d

third of school districts require more than one year of science and

41 mathematics, and only a minority of students will go beYOnd algebra or

geometry in mathematics, and biology in science. Although there was

some growth in registrations for chemistry and physics courses during

the 1960s and ,early 1970s, Oere are now signs of a slight decline. At

the elementary level, the problem of too little time allocated for

mathematics and sciente persists. Only 25% of the states and 40% of the
0

'school districts in the nation require minimum amounts of time on these

subjects in the elementary'grades. Where there are district guidelines,

they usually call for only 30 minutes a day for mathematics and about 20

minutes each for science amid social studies.9 Many of these guidelines

were in place. before v?utnik, and 'th'..ty have not 'been extended by

post-Sputnik efforts to modernize the curriculum. Perhaps the most

important defeat for the modernizers is the fact that science is still

not regarded as basic knowledge in the elementary school program.

C. The Current Curriculum: Persistent Tensions

4

Our account of competing forces in curriculum has focused on

successive setS of recommendations in order to highlight the tssues

addressed by educators. In practice, nQi.her an absolutely common

course nor a completely differentiated program-prevailed. Furthermore,
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within the common core, elements of both the trallitional disciplines and

the more practical orientation of the Cardinal Principles appeared.

Individual districts and states have varied in the emphasis they have

placed on different elements in the mfrriculum. Nevertheless, there is

some pattern to be detected. The traditional disciplines are still

requixed in some form for all students. The required number.of such

courses is often quite minimal, however; and in schools that have moved

strongly toward elective Qcurricula, the requirements can be met by a

;

surprising variety of specific courses that tend to vitiate the apparent

commonalities.

'4

Furthermore, the actual content of courses in the _traditional

disciplines has been affected by the desire for a practical orientation.

As a result, within . txaditionallylabeled cgurses in English,

mathematics, science, and particularly social studies, there is often a

.fair.amount of study of applications, of local concerns, of topical

books rather than traditional literature, and the like. Such changes

have been thought.to have the effect of making these courses more

* accessible and more interesting to those with lower academic abilities

or interests. It must be recognized, however, that as these more

practically oriented topics are added to courses, some of the

traditional and perhaps more demanding material is necessarily

sacrificed--if only for reasons of limited time.

One result of the persistent tensions between commod and

differentiated curricula is that we have, but often fail to admit that

we have, several different curriculum standards in operation

simultaneously in our .schools. Although everyone is expected to

complete high school and to offer the requisite number of Carnegie Units

1`5
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in order to receive a diploma, we have several different tracks or

programs that students may,followeach with very different sets of

requirements. Even within programs, we count Carnegie Units rather than

specifying what is to. be learned.' Where specifically labeled courses

are required, our system of counting credits often treats such courses

, as remedial arithmetic and-advanced algebra as equivalent. Under these

conditions there, is no sensible way to address the question of

curricuium standards in general.,e4stead; the question of standards

must be assessed s parately for different programs and different.groups

of students.

The college preparatory program. Let us consider first the college

.preparatory program, the one that presumably holds American students to

high standards of academic and intellectual performance. Part of, the

complaint aboilt falling, standards in our schools concerns this very

group; and there appears to be good,reason for concern, even if the

picture is hot so bleak as some critics would have us believe. First,

the amount of academic work that is requfred in our college preparatory

curricula is considerably less than is required in a number of other

countries. It is also less than we used to require in our own high

schools, especially in foreign languages. This may be becausealthough

a much larger proportion of students are preparing for college--the

institutions that they will attend are much more diverse in their

'entrance requii.ements.

A Catalog of the,requirements, however, does not .really tell the

whole story. In looking more deeply, there are both happy and sad

stories to.tell. The happy story is the availability of demanding and

carefully organized courses in many schools, particularly at the

lc
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advanced levels. Advanced Placement courses and examinations, together

with courses inspired by the, curriculum reform activities of the

post-Sputnik period, provide for a level of intellectual engagement for

some American high school students that goes well beyond what was

available a generation ago. The sad story is that a rather tiny

(although perhaps growing) minority of students take these courses.

They are available in only some schools, and -only some of the

college-bound students choose to enroll even wilen they are offered.

Further, in many schools the "basic" courses may be even less demanding

than they look. The prevalence in some parts of the country of a

"cafeteria" curriculum, in which short and optional mini-courses can be

used to meet requirements in areas such es English and social studies,

has created a situation in which there is very little quality control

over the total package of a student's education--even though many of the

individual courses and teachers may in fact be excellent.

There is, then, a'sense in which even our yery bests4 and most

academically promising students ar -s. not being offered as much as they

might be nor asked to do as much as they could. The decline in SAT

scores over the past two decades, which has been the source of a great

deal of our concern about standards in our schools, reflects this.

, .

Although some of the score decline was probably due to the enlarged pool

of students taking the test, declines in scores among the most able

10

students cannot be. attributed to demographic factors. That decline in

scores, on a test 'that appears to be responsive more to long-tirm

learning opportunities and efforts than to short-term "boning up,41' must

be a result of changing demands on middle-school and high-school

students. :While no statistical proof can be offered, it seems

reasonable to assume that drops in verbal ability would result from the

1.
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smaller amount of time that high school students have been spending on

ncademic studies. The total amount of time spent studying written',

language has dropped as, a result of less fbreign language study, the

acceptance of coursee Al film and other nonprint media as fulfilling

the English requirement, and the less frequent detnands for essay writing

that now characterize our high school programs. Given what is now known

about the relationship between time spent on a learning task and amount

of learning12, it should hardly surprise us that there has been some

decline in performance on a test that ryflects a cumulation of verbal

skills learned over many years,

The vocational curriculum. Vocational education, too, is in

difficulty. The assumptions that originally mnderlay federal funding

for vocational programs no longer appear to ho1d13 First, it Is not at

all clear that the schools are able to instrnct students in skills that

are immediately useful in the workplace or,that they-can do this better

than companies thet train young people on the job. 'Furthermore. with

the rapitkrate of obsolescence of technical equipment, it is nc.t.

reasonable tb assume that ,the schools could maintain equipment that

represented the latest stage of workplace demand. The assumption that

the secondary school is the proper place to train job skills is

therefore brought into question.

Second, the advocates of vocational education programs appear to

have made a false claim about the employability of their students4 in

the current marketplace, large employers tend to seek workers who have

-two qualities:first, a-general set of literacy skills in language and

compittation, which makes it possible for them to move up to more complex

jobs by using their past experience; second, an ability to work at the

St

18
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pace that a job requires, appearing at work on -time, and otherwise

showing satisfactory work discipline. Neither of these seems to be

particularly well developed within the framewor,k of a secondary school

vocational education program.

To respond to this marketplace, the vocational student must be able

to do everything that the student in the general academic program can,
C.

as well-as-vocational work. To move toward this goal, the vocational
_

student would require a solid common program of instructitn--at least
1W 4

through the age of 16--that offers the mathematics, langugte, science,

social studies necessary for success in more complex work

ervironments. For school authorities, of course, this would mean a

reaffirmation of the central role of these core subjects in both

elementary and secOndary instruction.

The general curriculum. It would be a mistake to imagine that pur

discussion of the college preparatory and vocational programs adequately

reflects the state of educational standards in our high schools. The

largest portion of our school-leavers and graduates elect neither.the

vocationA nor the academic program, but -are instead enrolled in

"general" course of studies. For these students there is.even less

focus and demand in the program than for college Preparatory and

vocational students. The latent strength of the general program is the

obligation to fulfill area requirements'in mathematics, science, social

studies, and English. The actual weaknesses of the program are that

these obligations may call for no more tban a year of study in some of

these areas, and that this year of study can take place iu courses that

make minimal demands on the student. The general program has no strong

commitment to a core program, which would give it internally generated
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goals and consistency of objectives. Nor has it accepted the kind of

41114411/4..

external monitoring (for example, by college admissions officers or

employers) that shore up, however weakly, the academie' and -vocational

tracks. In 'practice, therefore, the general studies track offers a

diluted miX of academic and occasional vocational offerings. It is

probably the program in which the "crisis" of standards is greatest, yet

it is the program that often receives the least public attentione

D. Curriculum and TrackinK

Our analysis of curriculum indicates that curriculum standards

cannot be considered withbut looking at the different programs open to

szudents in different schools. In particular, we must direct our

attention to the three major tracks that describe the program of our
0

high schools. Unfortunately, perhaps because of our democratic ideology.

and the ideals of community in our society, discussion of tracking

patterns tends most often to loct on their sV.21 effects--the extent

tog which different grouping patterns preserve or create different kinds

of economic opportunity and social values. Although these are important

concerns, they are problematic: Despite decades of .stUdy and .

experiment, it is still unclear how different systems of grouping and

tracking in snhools affect social attitudes and opportunities. By

contrast, the effects of tracking on the curriculum are obvious, and it

is these effects that are of greatest imriortance to a consideration of

educational standards.

Systems that group students by demonstrated academic ability permit

a very demandibg curriculum and demanding standards of performance to be

set for the top groups. For the students in these top tracks, there can
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be little dcubt that standards are higher than they would be in a more

heterogeneous class with'a curriculum adapted to that heterogeneity.

When the curriculum is adjustea to a population of mixed ability, the

most able students are deprived of certain learning opportunities.

However, there are costs,lo tracking.as well. Despite decades of

rhetoric suggesting that alternatiVe tracks were to be highstandard,

qualitatively different options, there are few successes to point to in

our country or in others. For the5most part; tracking results in weaker

versions of the toptrack programs rather than in high quality
7

alternatives -for students of lesser academic.talent or interest. Low

expectations and dulled motivation among students in the rionacademic

tracks have been noted in sociological studies beginning in the 1920's15

Where do American schools stand with respect to curriculum and

trar;-tng? We have compromised. Our rhetoric, our commitment to the

comprehensive school, and our provision in moit school systems of an

undifferentiated high school Aiploma all suggest a decision against

tracking. However, in reality we have considerable tracking in our high

schoolseven if not always formally so labeled. Comprehensive high

schools usually house several quite differept sets of courses in which

expectations and standards vary considerably. In junior high school, on

the other hand, there tends to be little Curriculum differentiation.

The curriculum here is relatively'undemanding, to accommodate everyone

in classes that are not usually grouped by ability. Some subjects--for

example, foreign languages or algebra--may not be taught at all. Others

,N

are taught in superficial ways, serious study being delayed until ages

at which more grouping by academic ability is considered acceptable.
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This compromise probably results in our Feapimg the disadvantages

of both tracked and nontracked systems, and the full advantages of .

neither. By delaying tracking until ninth or tenth grade, the

advantages of,a full six or seven years of study of academic subjects is

lost to those who might successfully pursue such a course. Yet the

tracks in fact continue to exist--effectively dividing our high schools

into privileged and less privileged sectors. "We have accepted lower

curriculum standards--beginning in themiddle schoolin the hopes,of a

more democratic.-educational system. Yet it is not t all clear that we

have achieved our'social goals. The time has certainly come for a, new

consideration of the trys in which a country committed to real

educational achievement eor all of its children should deal with the

related questions of curriculum standards 'and common versus

different d programs. We will suggest some ways of addressing this

problem in the concluding section of this paper..

4

II. Tests and Examinations

Tests and examinations have traditionally served as a major mearts

0

of setting and maintaining educational standards. They do this by

monitoring the performance of both educational Institutions and the

individual students in ihem. Appropriately used, they can motivate=

study and make clear to students and teachers alike what kinds of

learning are expected in a given course Of study. Cumulated across

individuals, assessment results allow communities to judge whether

schools as institutions are setting accePtable standards and helping

students to meet them. In this sectiamte discuss both the individual

and the institutional monitoring roles of tests and examinations. We

shall argue that the roots of educational testing in the United States ,
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lie in efforts to gauge the success of,,the schools in their various

'functions, more than in efforts to monitor the performance of individual

students. This emphasis, tpgether with the American preference for

objective scoring, has led' to <'a choide of testing instruments and
A

procedu'res not -6ptimallY suited to motivating and guiding individual

study. As a result, we have as a nation failed to fully utilize the

. potential of' tests and examinations .as vehicles for Maintaining

educational standards.

A. Educational, Testing in, American Schools:

Monitoring the Instifution

ht

Although the recent critical literature on testing has tended to

,

focui public attention on the role of tests in selection and placeient

of students, 'there is abundant eVidence that_ an overriaing role of

educatiqpal testing has *been to serve purposes a public accountability,

program evaluation, and institutional comparison.
16

A brief "consideration

of how educational tests were introduced and how they continue to be

used illustrates-the point.
s

Standardized tests in various sdhool subjects were introduced- into

American schools in the period 1880-1920 when booming,enrollments, large

school-building programs, and the -'cult of efficiency in- industry

combined to encourage the schools to justify their performance in

quantitative ways to local taxpayers. Short-answer and muitiple-choice

tests were viewed as cost-efficient and objective measures in whiCh

there might be iome public Ornfidence. At the time, standardization

meant that publishers would provide information on hoW trial populations

elsewhere had performeC and how the results might be interpreted. It

was common for school addinistrators who used the variety of available

2 3 .
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achievement tests to seek ways of comparing the performance of schools

within their own districts.

.

The new sbort-answer standaTdized test was also employed to monitor

the use of cla'ssroom,time., Joseph Mayer Rice's articles in The Forum,

1896-97, repOrted on how insructional ,efficiency coULd be imprOved

through use of the data gathexed fvom.tpsts. Por example, in a sample

4:if schools in which spel4ng waS tanghl for varying Amounts of time each

da);, it was clear that teachers who spent an extra 15 minutes a day on

spelling i4ere getting no better results in student performance than the

others.- Givén the instructional monitoring function assignedto these

tests, it is not surprising tthat they met 'with teacher oppositfon.

During the Progressive period even more traditional examinations,

intended to monitor individual student'performance and control access tp

selective programs, were .turned inco instruments of accountability.

Until about 1910 most school systems selected entrants to high schools

on the basis of sn'trance exam performance. Some cities--for example,-

Pittsburgh--used to release the results of these eicams, in ways,that

allowed rea'ders to compare the effectiyeness of different elementary

schools in preparing students for the high sghoOl.17 Admiiiistrators thus

used this selection exam to keep elementary schools accountable for

their performance.

During the interwar period a new enthusiasm for the potential' of

tests in muching ,educational programs to individual talents a:rid

interests developed. It was based on the perceived sudcesses oi the

World War I Aimy testing programj
8 In additioh to intelligence atd

aptit' le testing used for selection and tracking purposes, there were

major efforts toward development of systems for monitorfng students in
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their grbwth and development. The work of Ben Wood, Director of the

Educational Records Bureau.at Columbia University, 'is a major example.

Wood was fnfluenced by one of the findings of the Pennsylvania Study,

sponsored by the Carnegie Corporation in the years 1928-32, which had

' shown that a large portion of the intellectually able were not going 'oh

to college. Ile recommended that high schools keep cumulative retords of

4
their studentS`to use in adiising them about educational and ,vocational

choices. In.< 1928 the American Council on Education adopted a standard

record form for this purpose, with 80% of the space given to information

from test scores. Wood's concern with the continuous development of the-

:,

individual was shared by the Proaressive Education Association, which he

*

had served as consultant on another project.

During the same, period, the states also began to develop

monitoring capability for' student performance. The major concerns in

the 1930s, with high rates of youth unemployment, were vocational- and

educational guidance. Testing was carried out for this purpose and to

extend backup servicgs in the identification of the gifted and the

handicapped. The two major state-centered research projects,-relying in

part on large-scale testing, werethe Pennsylvania Study and the New

York Regents Inquiry. These studies were not directed at assessing the

ccapetence of high school students,obut at determining the adequacy of

tbe guidance,structures in their schools.

,frDespfte these efforts, most formal testing in American schools

still serves institutional monitoring functions better than functions of

individual guidance cr placement. For example, more than 50 years have

passed since Wood's work, yet very few of the large city high schools

can even now pride'themselyes on well-maintained and easily accessible

25 c;,
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individUal student records. There remain, however, good records of

aggregate performance by classes, grades-, and schools on achievement

(and sometimes aptitude) tesis. These can am) do'serve accountability

functiods--witnets the rIgular publication 04 aggregate test scores in

local newspapers--but they are'of little use to individual students or

teachers. The spectacular growth in the use of standardized achievement

tests during the last 30 years has been partly due to demands for

evaluation of various mandated and speciallyfunded programs in_ the

schools, and partly to demands by parents and other citizens'

groups--especially minorities-i'for information on the performance of

various schools within a district. However, teachers and administrAtors

report 1.imited use of these tests in decisions that affect individdal

children, except when placement in special education claSses is

involved.
19

Over the yeats, test instruments have been selected and modified to

serve these institutional mcinitoring functions and not to motivate .the

performance of the individual.student. As a resule, most of our tests

are not wellsuited to serving as incentives or guidelines for higher

educational'standards. Most important in tfiis resPect, the 'tests are

not designed to be "tjlght to," In fact, they are likely to lose ,their

validity as instruments of comparison if they ire used in this way: But

tests that cannot be taught to cannot properly shape the curriculum.

Further, since they cannbt be "studied for,"- they do not provide 'a.

useful form of,incentiveor feedback to students 'Oho take them.

Even our college entrance tests, which do hhve a clear impact on

educational opportunities, cannot succeed- as instruments for improving

the perform'abce of individual students. Although the tests can register

2 6
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declines in standards and thus motivate a general public concern, they

cannot shape an instructional-response. This is because both the SAT
1

and ACT tests are deliberately not tied to the.high school curriculum.

4"Although there are' private tutoring courses that claim to prepare

students for. these _tests, such tutaring stands apart from the
)

curriculum., This geparation of test from curriculum is 'not an accident:

The 611ege Board, created in 1900 ,to rationalize,the college entrance

examination process, at first administered'only essay-type course-based

examinations. These achievement exams were based on a preparatory

school curriculum that was 'vailable only in the more traditional 'and

elite secondary schools. In 1926 the College Board introduced the

-

Scholastic Aptitude Test, in a multiple-choice fbrmat, free of
-

, -

dependence on any parlicular course program. It-appeared-to-be a fairer

instrument for selection, since it was agsumed not to penalize the

-student who attended a weak high 'School or followed an undemanding

course of study/Although this.assiimplioh ig now coming under question,

college enterice tests detached from the curriculum and thus unable to.

Idirect1,y-1tfluence hi^h school study remain in place.
,

B. Examining the.Student: An Alternative

Approach to Standards Maintenance

If is not inevitable that tegiina.:and teaching remain separated.

In. fact, there is reascn to believe that educational'systems.that are

marked by periodic examination for'which schools deliberately prepare

their studentg have built-in mechanisms for standards maintentnce and

improvement.that are largely lacking in Anierican schools with thei:r

heavy testing programs. The French school system, for example, uses

virtually no standardized tests but does make extensive use of entrance

and exit examinations to control who enters particular programs and who
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receives diplomas, certificates, and degrees of various kinds. The

examinations are based on the content, of-what has been studied in the

preceding years of school. Preparation for the exams is a major part, of

' the curriculum.21

Examinations can play at least as great a role in, standards

maintenance in educational s4tems without centrally established

curricula. They do this in two ways. One is by exerting influence on

the content and style of teaching in the classes that, precede the taking

of the exam. The second is by denying access or tertification to those

who cannot pass, so that the "value" of certificates and diplomas is

maintained. To underst-n-2. examl.nations can work in this.way, we can

UOnsider the role of public examination in England--a country with a

strong commitment'tolocal control of education and a quite varied set

of educational institutions.

Examinations in England. Although they .play a role aimilar to

French examinations in standards maintenance, English public

examinations are a much more complex affair--largely as the result of

--

the English commitment to decentralized educational control. _first,

there are, two different sets of examinations aimed at different segments

of the scbool population.- The GCE (General Certificate.of Education)

examinations are, by tradition, designed for the top 20% of the school

population; while the CSE (Certificate of Secondary Education) exams,
a

introduced,in the 1960s, are aimed at the next 40%. In practicea

slightly higher portion of students enjoy a moderate amount of success

with both types of examinations. However, a substantial number--at

least 15% of those who leave school between the ages of 15 and 17--take

no exataination in any subject and leave Without formal certificate or

0 dip1oma.22

28



Let us consider the GCE system of examinations first. The first

thing to note is that, although the exams are national in the sense that

a given exam may be taken by students all over the country, school

districts and evemindividual schools are free to choose among several

different examinations in each subject. There are eight different GCE

examination boards serving England. They set 0-level ("ordinary," taken

at age 16) and A-level ("advanced," taken at age 18) exams in over 20

-different school "subjects. Schools may use the exams of ilifferent

boards for different subjects. Sometimes they even offer students the

choice of preparing for two different exams in the same subject.

Thi exams control the content of the curriculum in a very direct

way for one ortwo years prior To the year in which they are taken. The

exam arso influences. -the performance standard in the classes that

precede these preparatory classes. Although there are complaints to be

hear&in many quarfers ibout the ways in which this teaching-to-the-exam,

restricfi content and creativity, there is no doubt that the existence

of the exam as a goal also sets.a floor--a very high one--for the kind

of instruction that will be offered. Students may take anywhere from

one to five 0-level exams,and from one to three A-levels. Students are

ilifferentiateCi within the school in terms of how many exams they prepare

for and which ones. 4However, within.a given exam course the syllabus

and the level of expectation is the same for all students.

Given the deiree of control over instruction exercised by

examinations, we may well ask what kind of care goes into preparation

and grading of the exams, and what guarantee there is that a small

coterie of examiners will not gain control over the schools' curriculum.

.7
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The answer is complex and worthy of a study in its own right. We can

only sketch the process here, with particular attention to a complex

checking and balancing system that the English refer to as "moderation."

Exams ate eet and graded in three or four stages. Each stage of

"moderation" calls for the systematic checking of one individual's or

group-f-e judgment_against the judgment of peers. First, fhe course

syllabus that will guide the work of teachers preparing students for the

exam is outlined. This'is done by a senior professor or teacher in the

discipline,- but before the syllabus is accepted .and sent to

participating schools there, is a complex process of checking and

conferring with advisory panels of other experts inthe field. The next

etep, a year later, is the preparation of questions for the exam. Again

the lead professor or teacher drafts the questions, but there is

Nextensive conferring with peers before the questions--and a sketch of

appropriate answers to essay questions--are agreed upon. When the exam

papers from the students are in hand, there is an even more elaborate

'system of moderation to contrOl the grading. The senior examiner may

grade few sample papers, and this grading will be used to* establish

rather detailed guidelines for the graders. Graders (they are teachers

of the subject,-but no teacher grades his or her own students' exams)

then grade all of the papers. The lead professor then regrades a sample

of each gradeee'lap,ere. If systematic deviations in judgment are

found, a correction:formula is applied to bring all graders onto roughly

the same scale. In occasional cases an entire set of papers from a

grader may be regraded. Only after these cross7checks are grades

assigned to students. There is a complicated--but apparently

infrequently invoked--appeal procedure available for students or parents

who believe there have been inequities.

30
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The process just sketched insuses participation a a broad spectrum

of educators in the setting and grading of exams. But this is not the

end of the moderation process. e various examination boards are

concerned about keeping their individuarstandards in line with those of

other boards around the country,,so from time to time there err various
a

interboard moderation exercises.
23 Although these take various forms,

---theyalmostalwaysinyolve people from different boards jegrading each

other's exams and comparing course syllabi. Although these exercises do

not affect the grades of the individual students (they come well after

the grades are in), they serve to keep the boards well aware of each

other's standards. Although there seems to be a recognition in England

that boards differ in their emphases -and.a belief in some places that

certain boardS' exams are harder to do well on than otherS, there is no

yery great discrepancy perceived. In other words, there is little sense

that there are gross differences in the standards from one board to

another even °though the specific content of an exam--especially in

courSed in the humanities--may vary considerably. %

The CSE exams are of more recent origin and are an attempt to offer

a diploma or certificate to a new clientele, those who earlier would

have left school at 14 or 15 but who now remain until age 16. Rather

than dramatically changing the ^character of the GCEs, which tend to be

universitycontrolled, a new examination system was established after

the schoolleaving age was raised in 1964 in order to aCcommodate ihe

wider band of the population in school at 16. In comprehensive schools,

both GCE and CSE exams are offered. The separate courses that prepare

students for the exams create an informal but very constraining tracking

system within these schools.
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The CSE exam struCture shakes many features--especially the various

stages of moderationTith the GCE. However, there are some important

4

differences. The most 'obvious is an administrative one. Schools

anywhere in the country may select the exams of any GCE examining board,

but CSE boards are regional. -Schools within the region thust- use the

exams set by their region's CSE board. Although the reasons for this

are more administrative than educational, one apparent effect is to

create fairly uniforth standards for gauging exam performance within

regional districts.

The CSE boards are- generally more willing to tailor exams to

various experimental courses and curricula than the GU. CSE also

examines various vocational and technical subjects that are not examined

at all in the universityoriented GCE system. Many educators feel that

CSE allows experimentation and adaptation to the student population

while still retaining the standardsetting benefits of public'

examinations. Needless to say, traditionalists tend to believe that

CSE's experimentation leads to lowered standards. Indeed, in setiing

equivalences between-the two exams, a 5 (out of 5) on a CSE is assumed

to be equivalent to a 3 (out of 5) on a GCE. Despite these,differences,

the two examination systems coexist peaceably, largely because they .

serve different and fairly welldefined populations.

Examinations in America: Advanced placement and minimum competency

tests. Although most testing in this country is divorced from teaching,

there are two ,types of tests in use that function in ways that are

similar to the English public examinations. Ironically, they are

designed for the two extremes of our school population--a small subset

of the academically talented on the one hand, and a group who are having

32
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difficulty meeting the most minimal basic literacy standards,, on the

other. These are the Advanced Placement Tests of the College Board and

various minimum competency tests imposed by states and school districts

as a high school graduation requirement.

Although nearly half of American high school students take some

form of college entrance tests, many fewer ever take an externally set

and graded examination that they can study for. 'Even,the College-

- Board's achievement tests, which are designed to directly test knowledge

in school subjects, are not iied to a specific syllabus' published in

advance. Students therefore cannot prepare for them in the very direct

way that English students prepare for exams, and the tests cannot

directly influence the curriculum.

In the United States, only the Advanced Placement (AP) exams of'the

College Board function in a manner similar to the English.and French

24
.examinations. The AP program was introduced by the College Board in the

postSputnik era, although planning began in 1952. It was designed to

promote collegelevel study in the high schools and to provide a basis

for granting college credit for such study. Advanced Placement

specifies both a syllabus and an examination tailored to it; the

program currently covers 24 introductory college courses in 12 fields.

The program's first year of operation was 19551..56, with a little over

1200 students in 104 schools. It has a current growth rate of 10% per

year. Over 135,000 students took AP exams this past year, about

onetenth the number of those who took the SAT or ACT,tests.

33
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The only other external course examinations serving a large number

of academicallyoriented students in the United Stares are the New York

State Regents examinations. These were instituted in 1865, with the

express intent of maintaining a common high standard in the quite varied

high schools of the state. Regents exams in a number of high school

subjects were offered, and the high school courses prepared students for

these exams. Regents exams, offered in 22 courses, begin in the first,

yeanof high school, but most students take the bulk a their exams in

their junior year. About 40% of the students re6eiving high school

diplomas in New York state in 1982--close to 90,000 graduates--completed

some number of,Regents courses. Unlike the AP courses, these do not'

give college credit. They do, however, entitle students to a Regents

diploma or a special certification on their regular school diploma.
25

Minimum-competency tests, aimed at the 'weakest of our students,

also tend to function as examinations that control the content of

teaching. Since 1969, twothirds of our states haVe mandated competency

testing programs for their public schools; A considerable amount of

litigation over equal educational opportuhity, school finanCing, and

accountability lies behind' the establishment of these programs. Of 34

states with some form of minimum competency testing, twothirds test at

both the primary and secondary levels, and half have attemptedto set

some common standard achievement for the award of a high school diploma
26

By court decision (Debra P. vs. Turlington), states and local

districts are forbidden to use competency tests as a basis for diplom'as4

unless the material tested has been taught in the schools for a long

enough period that students have had a reasonable opportunity to master'

it. In other words, the tests must be "taught to".and therefore, like

examinations, they influence content and motivate study.

3 4
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Some school districts have instituted very ambitious testing

programs that go well beyond the mandated state programs and are

explicitly designed to raise the standard of academic performance. The

Pittsburgh Public Schools, for example, have instituted a city-wide

basic skills testing program in which minimum objectives.are established

for every grade level; every child is tested on these objectives each-

year. Other schOol districts--New York City, for example--use teStS-

tied to specified instructional objectives as a basis for deciding which

children will be promoted into certain grades. In both of, these kinds

of testing programs, the' intent is to improve academic standards by

setting clear instructional objectives that can be taught and then

examined.

Nothini like these minimum competency examination programs exists

in .othet countries. They are a uniquely American''response'to the

question of standards maintenance and improvement. There are several,

reasons that such programs arose here and not elsewhere. First is the

fact that we are virtually ehe only country in the world to grant high

school diplomas on the basis of little more than course attendance.

Elsewhere the diploma or certificate is almost always dependent on an

examination of some kind. As the system works in both France and

England, for example, only a minority of students--some 15-20%--leave

school without any certificates of competence. Up to now, both

countries have been willing to tolerate this "fallout" from their

schools, perhaps because they began only recently to expect children to

stay in school beyond age 14 or 15. In both countries there is now some

movement to provide less demanding examinations so that the academically

weaker or less interested students can have some credential when they

finish. It is important to note that both countries are considering
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extending exit examinations rather than eliminating them, as a way of

serving an expanded schoOl population.

It is appropriate, then, to think of minimum 'competency testing

programs as an effort to educationally enfranchise the least able

segment of the school population--that is, to give them a credential

based on a known standard of performance. In this respect wp_are

somewhat ahead.of our European counterparts*. .But by focusing only ,on
0

minimal performance, the competencY testing movement severely limits its
7.

potential 'for upgrading educational standards. In fact, _the existence

of minimum competency examinations--at least in elementary)and middle

schools--may have the,effect of restridtipg the range of what teachers

attend to in instruction and thus of lowerinK the'standard of eduCation

for all but the weakest students.

In Pittsburgh, for' example, the first year of implementation of a

districtlevel matheMatics competency testing program has resulted in a

rise in average scores on the California Achievement Test in

mathematics. However, there have already Veen observations ,that

teachers are omitting from their teaching those topics 'in the

mathematics Curriculum that will not be tested directly in A given year27.

'The people in the Pittsburgh schools who are responsible for the testing

program are aware of this problem' and are trying to take steps to

counteract it. They may succeed--at least in the case of elementary and

middleschool mathematics; where the range of potential topics is well

bounded. Nevertheless, this example points to a fundamental limitation

A competency examination programs unless such programs.are designed so

that they test for more than the minitum set ofsobjectives.

36
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III. Conclusions and Recommendations

Our discussion in the preceding section has already suggested

several broad arenas in which action to improve educational standards ,

might profitably be undertaken. In this concluding section of the

'report we return to each of these domains in order to make iore explicit

the conclusion that we believe can be drawn from our analysis. We also

offer several recommendations for educational policy based on these

conclusions.

A. Upgrading the Curriculum

9

Our analysis suggests that the present curriculum in American

schools contributes to Weak-educational standards in two ways: (a) a

lack of stringent course requirements and (b) in many cases, weak

content and.poor.instruction within courses.

Course requirements. The evidence described in our section on the

curriculum makes it clear that there has been a general trend over

several decades toward less enrollment in what are perceived as the

"harder" courses. Despite a vast rise in the number of college-bound

students, enrollment in the traditional college preparatory subjects is

down in high school.
28

This reflects the fact that the colleges--the

traditional source of pressure on the high schools for high academic

standards--have in the face of more varied applicant populations,

demanas for "relevance", and the need to compete for students, reduced

their requirements. For aoncollege-bound students--except for a

minority in well'atructured vocational programs--there are even fewer'

requirements of any substance.
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One of the effectip of recent demands for a renewed emphasis on the

"basics" and for minimum competency testing has been to reduce the time

,spent in schools on subjects othei than elementary math and reading, and

to limit "instruction and evaluation to the most elementary levels of

thought and performance. There appears to be somewhaf less science

taught in elementary schools today because of the almost exclusive focus

on reading and math. Composition is barely taughtperhaps' in part

because of our heavy reliance on "objective" rather than essay tests.

Finally, there are multiple examples of courses in middle and high

schools that focus almost exclusively on the lowlevel skills and

knowledge that will be tested on minimum competency,tests.

One important way t'o impeove educational.standards is to offer and

require more serious study at high levels of demand, levels that go

beyond the basics. 'Ibis-must begin well in advance of the high school

years--although the process of ,setting requirements for high school will

, help to exert pressure on the middle and elementary schools as well for

a more demanding curriculum. What are the mechanisms available for such

requirementseCting?

Despite their constitutional authority to impose curricular

requirements, the function of maintaining standards by setting aafloor

under curricular demands has not been performed well by most of our

states. Twothirds of the states require a U.S. history course as a

graduation requirement, but only one 'in eight demands a foreisn

'

language', and less than a quarter call for a social studies course29. The

most commonly required courses after U.S. history and civics are health

and physical education. Less than half the states require courses of

study in reading, writing, or mathematics. The states with very small

4
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numbers of required courses which are by far the majority, tend to be

those requiring instruction in,largely nonacademic areas. That there is

room for positive action by states with respect to curriculum is

demonstrated by the four states with the largest number of mandated

courses--Iowa, Geo:gia, New Ydrk, and Wisconsin. The'se are also the

states that require the broadest range .of academic subjects. The

states, then, are in a Imsition to take a leading role in'the

improvement of curriculum standards. To do so, however, they will have

to play a more active role than they have up to now.

Colleges, too, can play ,,an important role in setting

requirements--one that will affect a substantial segment.of,the high

school population--since about one-third of high school graduates (a

little over one-quarter of the 18-24 age group) attend college for'at

least one year.
30 In,.public colleges and universities, the linking of

course requirements for high school graduation to those for entrance

into the state higher education system can exert especially strong

positive pressure on educatfonal standards. The process of setting

course requirements will tequire careful rethinking about which students

are to study which subjects. We shall return to this issue below when

/
we discuss pbssible new responses to the question of tricking.

Inlaying the content and form of, instruction. Simply requiring

more study of certain subjects will not do the whole job of improving

instructional standards.. The content and methods of instruction must

also be of a high standard. How is course content in our schools to be

improved-, and how are teachers to ,be helped to achieve 'the highest

standards of instruction?
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The question of how to improve cUrriculum content provokes

considerable anxiety in the United States because pf this. nation's

,committent to local control over curriculUm*. On the one hand, local

control means avoiding Any curriculum prescription at a central or

natiOnal lgvel. As we have seen, even the states are reluctant .to

prescribe curriculum, although they clearly have the constitutional

right to do so. And there has been an unWillingness to invest federal

or even state resources in the development of curricula that might be

perceived as centrally prescribed. Still, it is recognized that serious

curriculum reworking is likely to require resources beyond those that

any individual school district can muster--the mpley, time, And access

to the mott informed sources on how best-to teach any given subject. In

the face of this 'dilemma, educators have

themselves immabilized with respect to the question of curriculum

for some years now found

rgform.

We believe that an honest appraisal of the current situation with '

respect to curriculum points to.a solution to the dilemma. The first

seep isro'recognize that, despite the' absence of centrally imposed

curriculum requirements, there are powerful forces that press AMgrican

schools toward cOnsiderable similarity in what is taught from district

to district. Perhaps the most powerful of these forces is the textbook..

Textbooks strongly influence what is actually taught in the classrOom.

As much as 95% of classroom instruction is textbook.based, according-to

recent studies31. This means that textbooks exercise a Very significaht

degree of control over the natidn's curricula and thus over its

educational standards.
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In each school subject a few textbooks dominate the field.- At the

elementary school level, five or six large textbook series.in reading

and math usually control about 80% of the market. In some states,

textbook adoption is limited by law to an even smaller number of

0

approved text series. Adoption by the large states that have statewide

-adoption is critical to the economic viability of a text series that is

expensive to bring into print. The editors therefore try to anticipate

what lands of materials, will "sell" in those states, and this colors

what becomes available to districts elsewhere as well. Moreover,

publishers report that '-this influence oCcurs 'in a,marketplace where

demands already tend to be quite similar ftom state to etate, region'. to

region, . and district to 'district. Given all of these pressures, At As
,

pot surprising that, variations in content and format between ,the

different textbooks--though real--are not so great as to create anything

like a truky different curriculum or widely varying standards among the

!sets of different series.

All of this means that schools tend to function with much 'more

similar curricula than our rhetoric of local control would suiszest. We

cannot escape from the pressures towatd a common curriculum by aVoiding

public and, national engagement in curriculum improvement. In fact, it

is onlythrough an aggressive program of curriculum study and reform,

coupled with new demands from textbook adoption committees and

professional education associations, that w6 can hope to provide both

real chOice and improved instruction in our schools.

Let us consider first the ways in which informed "pressure" pnd

selective buying by local adoption ccitmittees might begin to influence

what is available in school textbooks-. Textbook publishers are
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extremely sensitive to the real and perceived demands of, their

marketplace. This sensitivity is responsible-for some of what we now

consider to be "low standard" tpxtbooks. "For example, lower readability

levels Were introduced into textbooks during the years in which schools

were absorbing a broader segment of the population and attempting to

keep them all %moving through the grades at the prescribed ages.

Sensitive to the need for-texts that could be used by childten of varied

abilities, textbook publishers began to take careful account Of

readability levels, to publish these levels, and--in keeping with

'perceiyed educational demand--to sliplify language and introduce more

pictures.
32

Publishers' sensitivity to public and edueational demand,

however, can work in the.other direction as well. icitlexample, in just

the few years since tbe call by the National Council of Teachers of

Mathematics for`greater attention to problem solving in the mathematics

curriculum, there is- already more space devoted in math textbooks to

problem solving. Hy the same mechanisms that earlier produced lowered

readability levels, the ptesent national concern for improved standards

in the schools can lead to upgrading textbooks. The textbooks can thus

become vehicles for improvement of educational standards. However, this

will happen only if textbook adoption committees and professional

associations of educators begin to deiand changes in these difections.

Like other private sector institutions, publishers will prove to be very

responsive to chadges in their markets.

It would be a mistake, however, to rely entirely on these

marketplace pressures foi the improvement of instructional materials. A

concerted effort to improve educational kandards will also require a

more direct approach. What we need to develop isa program that

combines the benefits of intensive curriculum study and redesign with
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continued openness .to local experiment. Serious curriculum reform

requires efforts and resources that are beyond the powers of individual

school districts. If we are serious about reform, we must have

curriculum development projects that are concerned with more than an

individual district, while avoiding any implication that the programs

produced are prescribed for everYone. The way to do this., is through

multiple curriculum development efforts in each subject area, so that

there are real choices to be made by school districts. Some states or

consortia of states .already may be iv a position!to undertake major

curriculum efforts--with the possibility that distriCts in other states

will subsequently choose to use their programs. In a few cases, large

school districts might now be able to iponsor curriculum projecti,

perhaps in association with appropriate professional organizations.

Federal curriculum projects, too, can be undertaken without risk of

their becoming overly prescriptive, so long as more than a single-effort

in a given subject is funded. We have, in the history of federal

funding of educational innovations, some- models--such as 'planned

variation" in Head Start and Follow Throughthat have resulted in a

menu of genuine program choices for school districts. Strategies of
l{

this kind can, probably be adapted to curiiculum development, with '

different projects based in differeht parts of the country and drawing

upon different eXPcerts in their definition of content and recommended

teaching methods.

Finally, publishers--once they can anticipate a reasonable market

for the more demanding programs that these projects wifl produce--can be

expected to be willing participants in the necessary periodic redesign

of their textbooks and related materials. If publishers become partners

4 3.
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early in the process of planning, perhaps some of the resources that

publishers devote in any case to the regular reworking of their textbook

series will be redirected to the new efforts. If different publishers

join with different projects, there will be a natural competition among

the resulting programa--and perhaps more variety in what is then

actually available for school districts to choose among than is now the

case.

B. New Forms of Assessment

American school children are the most tested in the world, and the

least examined. We distinguish here between examinatiops as formal

inquiries into the extent to Which students have mastered a particular

curriculum, and tests as assessmenta only loosely linked to what is

-taught in any particular school. American children 'take one or more

tests practically every year they are in school. Most of these tests

are intended to be achievement tests--that is, to assess how well

students have learned the content of their school curriculum. However, .

the fact that the tests are-standardized and not keyed to any individual

school's curriculum means that students are never expected to prepare

themselves for a major external examination. As a result, our present

testing programs are poor instruments for improvement or maintenance oi

standards.

There is good reason to promote external examinations in American

schools as a way of raising and maintaining dtandards at the top and

middle ends of our actdemic distribution. Examinations coupled witei

publicized syllabi should guide the preparation of students in various

subjects. As in England, and in the examination programs that currently
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operate in this country, both school and university teachers would 1e

expected to participate in the process of setting syllabi, ,questions,

and grading standards.

Our nation would probably be comfortable with such an examination

system if there were many programs that schools or students could select

among. EXaminations might be prepared-and--edminstered at the state

level (as in New York)--a procedure that would appropriately exercise

the states' responsibilities for establishing and monitoring education.

Another possibility ig the expansion of the currently available system

of achievement and advanced placement examinations of the College Board.

Finally, universities either individually oecooperatively could extend

their involvement in the design and grading of advanced-level high

school examinations. This would have the effect of linking high school

standards to those of the colleges, and of insuring the participation in

standard-asetting of individuals who are well trained in the disciplines

taught in the high schools.

Another important opportunity for using assessments to improve

standards of edpoational performance lies in the competency piograms now

in place or being planned in many states end, individual school

districts.. Such programs qualify as examination programs, in our

definition, when they publicly set objectives around which school

instruction is organized. To function well as instruments of standards

improvements, however, competency-testing programs must stop focusing on

minimum objectives for.given grade levels or diplomas. There is growing

evidence that the ptesence of minimum competency examinations. restricts

wh4i is taught to the most basic material. While this focusing of

attention may improve performance for the minority of students now

45
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functioning below minimal levels., it can actually lower learning

opportunities for all others.'

The basic principles oi cOmpetency testing can be maintained in a

system_ that examines a relatively broad range of objectives, from the

"minimum" upwards, at each age or grade level tested. Certain

objectives can be specified as a minimum for passing the ex'amination.

At the same time, those who demonstrate competence on the more

challenging objectives can be awarded higher grades on some appropriate

scale. As in England, even our diplomas can be differentiated--although

this is not a necessary use of graduated competency test scores. Most

current competency tests risk either lowering standards in mixed-ability

classes that focus too narrowly on the competencies to be tested, or

relegating the least-prepared students to'separate classes in which all

opportunity -to move beyond the minimum is effectively foreclosed.

Neither is an acceptable situation. Expansion cot competency tests to

include more 'challenging objectives and'graded results can avoid these

difficulties and turn 'competency-testing programs into effective

instruments of standards maintenance.

C. A New Decision on Tracking: Focus on
High Standards in Middle School

Tracking i the schools is intimately related to .both the

perception and/ the reality of standards. Highly-tracked educational

systems can permit the most able students to be offered a demanding

.curriculum with high standards of performance, although these advantages

may well be ear ed at the cost of lower standards of expectation and

performance r those not in the top tracks. 'As we have shown, American

public schools suffer from most of the disadvantages of tracking and few
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of its advantages. We currently maintain a generally undemanding comMon

curriculum in the middle school in the hopes of reaping the social

benefits of a school system that does not divide children according to

academic performance. Then we track within the comprehensive high

school, but on the basis of a middle school preparation that is often

too weak to permit really high-level study.

In> this analysis, an important first ttep in raising educational

standards is to raise the level of instruction and performance in the

middle school. There are two ways in which this can be done. The easy

way is to begin tracking earlier and thus capitalize on a long period of

intensive study for the more able students; .But this is unlikelk, to

improve performance for the others. The harder but preferable path is a

nontracked curriculum that sets strong intellectual standards in a core'

program for all students, even those who up to now effectively have been

, denied ,the stimulus of challenging programs.

Our proposal is in, the spirit of the ',recommendations of the

Committee of Tet: strong academic programs for allAtudents--both as a

way of keeping higher education options open to all and as a way of

developing truly educated citizens.. A propoEal similar in intent has

been put forward recently by Mortimer ttdler and the Paideia group. The

'T$ideia Proposal
33
holds that all students can become successfully engaged

A a curriculum that includes three elements: acquisition of coherently

organized knowledge by means of direct .instruction, development pf

intellectual skills by means of coaching and supervised 'practice, and

enlarged understanding of ideas and values.by discussion of important

books and works of art. The Proposal does not specify what "successful"

engagement means, nor does it offer details of curriculum beyond the
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three areas just named. But it does express in strong, direct form a

vision of a common education that has never been tried.

Nobody knows whether a solidly intellectual program for all

students could work--whether students would drop out, whether they would

perform at a successful level. Nobody knoWs because nobody has ever

seriously tried. It is reasonable to hope that at leasi a few sthOcik

districts will give'this approach to improving educational standards a

serious try. In such an experiment; the thing.tO Watch for wiii be

improved performance over a period of five to ten years. Over such a

period of time both schools, and families will be able to adaPt.to a

radically changed set of expectations, and students twill be prepared

accordingly. It is true that many students now enter secondary school

4

Unable or unwilling to pursue a demanding academic curriculum. However,

once it is made clear.that people can cultivate the necessary abilities,

changes can be expected both in the kind 'of 'teaching offered during

earlier years of the school program and in how it is teceived by

students.

The notion of a high-level, academically oriented common curriculum

radical idea because it takes absolutely seriously the goal of a

fully educated citizenry--not just.a long-schooled one. There is no

country in the world more suited to giving it a serious try than ours.

And the present time may be more appropriate than ever. This is because

of the fundamental change now taking place in the labor market. Tbe

current growth in demand for technical skills and the decline in

traditional manufacturing jobs create a situation in which the kinds of

abilities schools are best capable of developing are more.in demand than

. ,

ever. As young people and their families come to recognize these
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structural changes in the nature of work, it is reasonable to. expect :a

revaluing'' of schooling to occur even among segments of the population

that have traditionally regarded school skills with some skeptiCism: If

this revaluation.weie to be coupled with ap educational program Xhat

expected--and knew how to promote--serious intellectual performance from

all segmdnts of the schoOl population, we might 'discoVer that an

academically-oxiepted coimonpprogram can succeed well beyond what has
4

been thought possible:

CS,
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